II. Analysis and design of New Chaotic System:
The new system is described by following three ordinary differential equations (1) System equation can also be written as jerk equation (2) To Workspace 
III. Synchronization of new system
To use a chaotic signal in communications, it is immediately led to the requirement that somehow the receiver must have a duplicate of the transmitter's chaotic signal, or better yet, synchronize with the transmitter. In fact, synchronization is a requirement of many types of communication systems, not only chaotic ones. The new system is synchronized using Pecora -Carrol method of identical synchronization. The drive response system is shown in fig.3 (a) . Here the response system breaks into two subsystems to reproduce all states at receiver under the influence of a single chaotic signal from the drive system. Here x state is fed to the response subsystem1 and then y state of subsystem1 is applied to subsystem2. The output state of subsystem2 i.e. x 2 is same as the output state of drive system when system is synchronized. The response subsystems of the drive system defined by equation (1) When it is required to deal with coupled identical systems, synchronization appears as the equality of the state variables while evolving in time. If a stable response subsystem has been chosen, then the response's dynamic variables will converge to their counterparts in the drive and will remain synchronized with them as long as the drive continues to supply the one state variable to the response subsystem i.e. the key idea for identical synchronization is to choose a stable subsystem. The regime of identical chaotic oscillations is stable, when the synchronized trajectories are stable for the perturbations in the transverse direction to the synchronization manifold. This analysis is called transversal stability analysis [14] .To find out the stability of our subsystem let the difference system for Δ y = y -y 1 and Δ z = z -z 1 in matrix form is given in (5) Equation (5) is the basic equation for describing the stability of the perturbation transverse under x drive signal from the drive dynamical system. Here the Jacobian matrix defined on difference system is a constant matrix, thus the eigen values for this matrix are -0.21±1.027 i. The eigen values are negative for the onset of synchronization. The solution of (5) is given in (6) . Δy = Δz = (6) Here k1 and k2 are constants of integration. It is clear that as t -› ∞, Δy = Δz = 0, Hence drive and response systems are synchronized if x state is selected as reference signal for receiver system. Simulink circuit blocks for new system for implementing synchronization are shown in fig.3 (b) . The drive and Response system are identical. The initial value of drive system is (0.1, 0.1, 0.1) and the initial value of the response system1 is (0.1, 0.1) and subsystem 2 is (0.1, 0.1). The simulation output results of synchronize case and unsynchronized case for the new system is given in Fig 3(c) -(f) . Figure 4 shows the circuit diagram for implementing synchronization of new system using Pspice. Figure 5 shows Pspice simulation results for synchronize and unsynchronized cases. Simulink and Pspice simulation give the same conclusion. 
IV.
Chaotic Masking Circuit using Orcad Pspice and Matlab Simulink:
By using Pecora and Caroll method the response system is able to generate the same chaotic signal as signal generated by drive circuit. Thus the system can be used for chaotic masking circuit. Fig. 6(a) shows the block diagram of transmitter and receiver system and Fig. 6(b) shows the simulink model of the system with signal masking. The parameters of transmitter and receiver are identical for implementing chaotic masking application. The information signal I (t) is a sinusoidal signal of amplitude 0.02V. The information signal is added to the x (t) chaotic signal and a sum signal = x (t) + i (t) is feed to the receiver. In the receiver subsystem2 chaotic signal x 2 (t) is generated and it is subtracted from sum signal to get the required received information signal i r (t). Due to synchronization of drive and response circuit x 2 (t) = x (t) and i r (t) = i (t). Figure 6 (c) shows the x and x 2 signal. Fig. 6 (d) shows the sum signal and information signal i(t) and i r (t) is shown in Fig.6 (e) .
Pspice simulation of masking circuit is shown in figure 7-8.Transmitter and receiver circuits are identical except their initial conditions. The initial condition for transmitter is (0.1, 0, 0) and receiver subsystems is (0, 0) and (0, 0). Fig. 9 shows the Pspice simulation results of the chaotic masking circuit. Information signal is completely recovered at receiver. Pspice results and Simulink results are same. 
V.

Conclusion:
In this paper identical synchronization in new chaotic system has been investigated by implementing Pecora-Carroll technique. The stability of identical synchronization has also been investigated using extensive transversal stability analysis. It is also demonstrated with simulation that the synchronized drive and response system can be used in signal masking application. The simulation results show that the new system is made for use in secure communication.
